
BEOWULF AN EPIC HERO IN A EPIC POEM

A hero is noted for his or her actions for being brave, powerful, and acting with honor. In the epic poem, Beowulf, the
main character Beowulf shows all of these .

In this epic poem Beowulf preforms these many brave deeds because he has so much courage. Beowulf"s
boastfulness may not be the most convincing heroic trait, but it certainly was important to the people of his
time. Others would argue that to be truly heroic the character must never turn tail and always face the obstacle
head on even though he or she may die in the process. Literature of Britain with World Classics. By definition,
a hero is a man of exceptional quality. Courage allowed Beowulf to face the monsters and gave him fame
throughout the llands. Next, Beowulf is the warrior that many strive to be in life. Fame and success, even
survival, were gained only through loyalty to the leader. Since Beowulf was so willing to risk his life for
others, he gained much glory. The common belief about the afterlife is that there is none except in song or tale,
and Beowulf shared that belief. Of the tale of the same name, Beowulf could be described better as a saint, or
a savior. If this is true, then writing may be the ultimate way of releasing hatred of the world without hurting
anyone. In being remembered forever Beowulf would live on, thus proving his ties to Anglo-Saxon society.
The battle with Grendel represents the youth of Beowulf's life. Beowulf embodies the qualities of bravery,
being powerful, and demonstrating his honor; therefore, he can be considered a true hero. However this term
does not do Beowulf justice. Beowulf is a strong believer in his own personal strength. Beowulf is the hero. A
hero is noted for his or her actions for being brave, powerful, and acting with honor. He is the main character
of his story, he has a main goal, he travels and fights with a group of people, and he accomplishes many
valorous deeds; the values of the Anglo-Saxons are also shown through the actions of Beowulf, such as
courage, loyalty, and fame. This is not what makes him a hero. Beowulf never had a problem with putting
himself in danger for the good of others. Beowulf is an epic and tells the story of a legendary hero, conquering
all obstacles as if he was immortal. Beowulf is a prime example of an Anglo-Saxon epic hero because he
showed bravery, loyalty, friendship, and the Anglo-Saxon idea of afterlife. In the epic poem, Beowulf, the
main character Beowulf shows all of these characteristics by defending the Danish king, Hrothgar, and his
people. Typically, most epics follow a pattern or hold certain characteristics. He constantly brags about his
supreme strength. The epic presents the story of Beowulf, an ideal Anglo-Saxon hero who through his exploits
includes Anglo-Saxon values. An epic hero is one who portrays the beliefs of the society in which the tale is
depicted. Through all of his grand quests he did nothing but prove to others that he truly is an epic hero. In the
novel Beowulf the epic hero Beowulf shows characteristics of courage, physical strength, loyalty,
self-confidence, and wisdom, much like heroes today. Beowulf, like other epic heroes, possesses the following
heroic qualities: epic heroes are superhuman types of beings On the whole, the religion of the Anglo-Saxons
seems to have been more concerned with ethics then with mysticism - with the earthly virtues of bravery,
loyalty, generosity, and friendship. In the short time period in which we have joined Beowulf, more heroic
acts are presented than any normal man can have accomplished in his entire being. Is it someone who fights
dragons and saves the damsel in distress? First, Beowulf shows that he will do anything for fame, glory, and
the greater good of society. The noble funeral that Beowulf receives pays honor to his his heroic acts, befitting
a king and savior. In conclusion, Beowulf had all of the great qualities of an epic hero. Leeming 12 Bravery is
valued highly in Anglo-Saxon society and those who do show bravery are more honored then others.


